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-4remember. And as to ignoring her, well that’s not my style. It may have been an impression
that she gained because of the nature of the interview and the gravity of it and so on. It isn’t
my style to move people in and out quickly and insensitively. And as for not being
available in the morning, well there would be a perfectly good reason for that, I guess I
might not have even been there or there may have been other things on which made that
impossible, but nobody would have known the gravity of the situation at that particular
point, so no slight or disregard was intended under the circumstances. So that is my initial
reaction, but I regret now that there wasn’t a fuller revelation at the time of the interview.
PJM

Do you remember any statement by you that they should go to the Police – do you
remember anything about that?

Br T

I think that I would have acknowledged that it was their right to do whatever they saw fit to
do and one of the options would be to take it directly to the Police. Certainly I would have
been intent on trying to manage and deal with the thing there on the spot and I regret the
fact that it came at a cost of acting self-protectively, because I don’t think that was my
intention, I think it was a case of first of all trying to do the right thing by Kostka and
secondly trying to just defuse the situation if there was a solution to hand.

PJM

Yes. If you had said to them that it was one of their rights to take the matter to the Police, I
suppose one would assume from that that you must have appreciated that this was a
reasonably grave allegation.

Br T

Sure, yes. To be honest with you, I was in a state of great surprise and was upset and
confused, because it startled me to think that such an accusation could be brought against
Kostka. It wasn’t what I would have expected. I’m not too sure that I was thinking all that
clearly either.

PJM

Yes, I can understand that, but Br Terry what I think they will ask you about that is that, if
you recognised that the situation was grave enough for the parents to take it directly to the
Police, did you not then consider reporting it to the Police yourself?

Br T

No, I didn’t consider going to the Police.

PJM

Yes and why not?

Br T

In those days, it wasn’t the way we went about dealing with these sorts of things. The
simple fact was that we tried to manage them privately, internally, that was the way of it,
and I would rarely have ventured into talking to the Police about something as intimate as
concerning a Brother.
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-6my speculation, that that might have been another reason why the Provincial asked Br
Kostka to stop those nights?
Br T

That continues to be my suspicion, that it had to do with more than just a report of his
wrong doing and I also wondered whether from another direction Br Alman received
information about the Friday nights that were not particularly satisfactory.

PJM

OK. Br Terry, just developing a different aspect of this, now that I’ve given you that
further detail, you still don’t remember being given details about the abuse in accordance
with what I have read out to you – your recollection is that it was described in a more
generic way, just as him having touched his penis?

Br T

That’s correct, yes.

PJM

And you don’t remember anything about being told that there were three separate incidents
within that one Friday evening.

Br T

That’s correct.

PJM

And is there anything that I have said to you in reading this material that gives you any
better recollection of your subsequent discussion with Br Kostka, because if you remember
rightly, you told me that you went and saw him pretty much straight away, the same day or
the next day to get his explanation. Do you remember anything more about that as a result
of what I have told you or not?

Br T

No, I’m sorry I don’t have anything to add to that at all.

PJM

Yes and what about your discussions with Br Alman, does anything I’ve said to you trigger
any better recollection as to your discussions with him?

Br T

No, I’m sorry, no.

PJM

You told me on the last occasion that you just had effectively the one discussion with him,
you couldn’t remember if it was by telephone or at some meeting, but you thought it was
probably by telephone and that Br Alman was not very communicative, he just listened to
what you had to say and you said to me “I can’t remember much about the conversation
except to recount what had happened and as a result of the case these sort of conversations
were fairly brief. The implication from Br Dwyer was – you should leave it with me, or
leave it with me, that was the sense”. So that was all you could remember about it on the
last occasion. Do you remember anything more now that I have given you this further
detail?
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No, I don’t have anything to add to that, I think that sums it up pretty well that it was
briefly communicated and briefly acknowledged and I’m pretty sure it was by telephone
and at some later date just in passing, there was a question as to how Kostka was going and
that’s about all I can remember in regard to Br Alman.

PJM

Ok, thanks for that Br Terry. If I could move on to a different topic, the other thing that has
emerged through the criminal trial and in documents that we have since seen, including
some we have seen quite recently, is that Br Kostka himself has told a number of people
that at various points he was telling people including he mentioned his Superior about his
difficulties and that he wasn’t receiving support. In one of his statements he said the way it
was dealt with in those days was to send you off to say “three Hail Marys” and get
yourself right. On another occasion he has speculated to a psychologist engaged by his
criminal lawyer that his frequent moves from school to school arose partly from his
behaviour. So coming out of the criminal trial and medical reports produced for that
purpose are suggestions from Kostka Chute along these lines. Now when I interviewed you
on the last occasion, I did ask you whether, before this 1986 incident, you had ever heard
anything problematic about Br Kostka and his sexual behaviour, and I asked that in the
context of you having been on the Provincial Council from 1983 and from your general
involvement in the affairs of the Marists before 1986. Now, in the light of what Br Kostka
is now saying, does anything else come to your mind there, or what is your best
recollection on that issue?

Br T

I don’t have any observation to make about his behaviour in regard to sexual matters. My
experience is limited to his time in Canberra and this particular incident, so I can’t add
anything to that at all, I don’t necessary agree with the way Kostka has described the
response of people. They were different days and there were a lot of assumptions made
about life and the capacity to cope and so on. I can’t add much.

PJM

Br Terry, if you were in the witness box and the hard question was put to you saying
“Look, you were on the Provincial Council for three years before this from 83, you were
communicating at the highest levels within the Marist Order, had you in that capacity or
any other capacity as a Marist Brother heard anything adverse in a sexual context about
Br Kostka before this 1986 incident”, you would say “No”?

Br T

Yes I would say “No”. The simple fact is that, even at that level, these matters were never
tabled to my knowledge. There may have been some collaboration between the Provincial
and the Vice Provincial, I don’t even know that, but it wasn’t the practice to deal with these
things in Council.
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Howard, do you wish to clarify anything or add anything to what we have said.

HH

I don’t think so. Terry I thing that all is quite clear.

PJM

Br Terry, thank you very much and sorry to put you through this again, I know how
difficult it is. Howard tells me you are going to be coming to Australia at some time this
year. We would very much like the opportunity to meet with you if you are here, so if that
could be arranged, we would appreciate it and Howard will let us know when you are
likely to be over. Do you have any idea when it might be?

Br T

More than likely September/October time.

PJM

OK, well thank you very much. Howard, if there is nothing else, we’ll sign off. Now
Howard, could I phone you in two minutes about the other issues you were mentioning to
me about arrangements for you and possibly us to speak to Br Kostka.

HH

Yes.

END CONVERSATION
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